
Their Gifts, Our Obligation Butler, Kris Explores complex professional and ethical issues that surround the 

environments in which therapy dogs do their jobs. Important changing roles of dog, handler, staff, and trainers are 

discussed. NF 

Angel on a Leash: Therapy Dogs and the Lives They Touch Frei, David Angel on a Leash tells the heartwarming 

tales of therapy dogs who have changed the lives of children and hospitals and rehabilitation centers as the result of the 

work done by the therapy dog charity. NF 

Encounters With Rikki Bettinger, Julie Encounters with Rikki tells the true story of the incredible partnership between 

Chuck and Rikki, a very special rescue dog. Rikki first found her home with Chuck and Patty Mitchell in the aftermath of 

Hurricane Katrina. NF 

Moments With Baxter: Comfort and Love from the World’s Best Therapy Dog Joseph, Melissa  

The chronicles of Baxter, one of the world's best therapy dogs, who brings peace to the terminally ill and teaches the 

world about compassion and connection. NF 

 

Until Tuesday: A Wounded Warrior and the Golden Retriever Who Saved Him  Witter, Bret Until Tuesday is the 

story of how Tuesday, a service dog, helps to heal a shattered soldier. Luis Carlos Montalván is a 17-year veteran and 

retired captain of the US Army. NF 

 

A Dog’s Gift: The Inspirational Story of Veterans and Children Healed by Man’s Best Friend  Drury, Bob A 

decade ago, former military counterintelligence officer Terry Henry joined his precocious young daughter, Kyria, on a trip 

to a nursing home in order to allow its residents to play with their family dog, a golden retriever named Riley. NF 

 

Weekends With Daisy Luttrell, Sharon Kahn  An uplifting personal story about the author's work as a volunteer service 

dog trainer and her relationships with an endearing yellow Labrador puppy and its felon partner in the Prison PUP 

program describes her gradual coming-to-terms with the inmate's past and the program's requirement that she release the 

dog after completing her training. NF 

 

Working Like Dogs: The Service Dog Guidebook  Davis, Marcie Individuals with disabilities are choosing to 

enhance their lives by utilizing the services of assistance dogs. Marcie Davis, a paraplegic for over 30 years, made this 

choice more than thirteen years ago bringing Ramona and later Morgan into her life. These service dogs, trained to help 

individuals with mobility limitations, transformed her life, enabling her to pursue her dreams. NF 

 

The Dog Who Saved Me: A Novel Wilson, Susan A former Boston K-9 unit policeman turned animal control officer 

in bucolic Harmony Farms is up against rescuing a gun shy and wounded dog gone feral, and proving that his low-life 

older brother is back in the drug business. FIC 

 

One Good Dog Wilson, Susan Adam March is a self-made Master of the Universe. He has it all: the beautiful wife, the 

high-powered job, the glittering circle of friends. Until the day his assistant gives him a message: your sister called. FIC 

 

Adventures of Sheila the Therapy Dog Fedorovich, Debbie Sheila is a therapy dog who has gone on many 

adventures to help people in need. Along with her owner Debbie, the pair has visited nursing homes, rehabilitation 

centers, schools, libraries, and more. TEEN 

The Buddy Files   HIllestad-Butler, Dori An Edgar award winning mystery series for chapter book readers. Features a 

school therapy dog who solves mysteries. Books are told from the dog’s point of view. JUVENILE CHAPTER BOOK 

Ben, The Very Best Furry Friend     Raus, Holly A playful and informative children's book about the places that Ben, a 

working therapy dog, visits and the friends he makes. JUVENILE PICTURE BOOK 

Toby, the Pet Therapy Dog Hammond, Charmaine Toby is a big, brown, happy dog. Every week, his owner, Miss 

Charmaine takes him to visit and comfort children who are in the hospital. Follow Toby the service dog for a day, and see 

how he makes friends with the children, helps make them happy and forget that they are sick and away from home.  

JUVENILE PICTURE BOOK 


